Abstract
I. Introduction
In June, 2010, the United States Supreme Court decided on whether foreign officials are qualified as a foreign state under the FSIA. 4 It concluded that a former Somalian defense minister was not immune under the FSIA from a suit for his violations of human rights committed in Somalia. The Court reasoned that the FSIA generally protects foreign states from being sued in American courts, but it does not protect public officers of a foreign state since the FSIA does not intend to include 'individual' foreign officials in the categories of a foreign state. Basically, while this decision recognized the immunity of a foreign state, it applied the scope of a foreign state in narrower and stricter ways, by excluding public officials from the categories of 'an agency or instrumentality' of a foreign state under the FSIA. Thus, this paper revisits the FSIA, by looking over its mandate to exercise its power over foreign states. The paper mainly focuses on the recent Supreme Court discussion and interpretation of the scope of a foreign state on whether a foreign official is included in a foreign state under the FSIA, while it overviews other relevant issues of the FSIA including jurisdictional issues.
